PUPPY FARMING
Puppy Farming is the medium to large scale
commercial breeding of dogs, with the aim to make
the maximum profit for minimum cost.
These farms are legal in the UK and are licenced by Local Councils.
Puppies raised within puppy farming facilities are highly more
likely than other puppies to suffer from a wide range of inherited
or acquired health defects due to their ancestry, living conditions
and the standard of care given to them and their mother during
their first few weeks of life.
The puppies are sold through pet shops, internet and newspaper
ads. Puppy farms in the UK have been found to have as many as
200 breeding dogs, most kept locked inside 24 hours a day, often
in complete darkness. They are usually located on farms in barns,
disused chicken houses garages or any disused outbuilding. The dogs
are forced to eat, sleep and give birth in the same area they urinate
and defecate; something they would never do given the choice.
Dogs on puppy farms are often neglected; matted coats, infected
eyes and ears and rotten teeth are just a few of the painful

Approximately 80,000 puppies are sold each year through third

conditions the dog suffer. When breeding dogs become too old

party suppliers, whether that’s in a pet shop, online or in a

and exhausted to continue producing puppies they are killed, a

newspaper. Puppies often have behavioural and psychological

very small percentage are lucky enough to be given to rescues.

problems, such as aggression and fearfulness, because they are

These dogs spend their entire lives, which can be up to 9 or 10

not exposed to the outside world.

years of age, confined in cages, pens, crates or boxes.
Every day in the UK a dog is killed every hour in council run pounds.
We, the tax payer, are paying local government to kill healthy dogs,
dogs who just need a home. Meanwhile, local councils are issuing
more and more licenses to puppy farmers to breed more and more
dogs. Councils are failing to properly inspect these puppy factories

The demand for large numbers of puppies being sold for
commercial purposes with a minimal cost results in lower
standards of care. The lower standards of care and intense
breeding practices result in puppies commonly riddled with
incurable disease. The Kennel Club, found that 50% of pups
bought online or from newspaper adverts without being seen

or enforce their license conditions and the Animal Welfare Act.

first fall sick, and around one in five end up with serious gastro-

Various charities who have investigated these farms have shown

intestinal problems. This means owners need to spend large

dogs suffering with hunger and thirst, living in filthy overcrowded

amounts of money on vet bills, paying more than the original

conditions and some dogs needing urgent veterinary help. Local
authorities are also issuing more and more pet shop licenses which

cost of the puppy.
Continued…

allow traders to buy in and resell farmed pups.
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PUPPY FARMING
CONTINUED

Due to lack of testing and the intense breeding these dogs
suffer incurable conditions such as heart and kidney disease,
joint disorders, respiratory disorders, epilepsy and neurological
disorders, all of which have a high risk of being passed onto their
puppies.
Furthermore, puppy farmers sell the puppies at an early age to
third party suppliers without the presence of their mum. This can
put mum and her puppies through a lot of stress, meaning many
develop social and behavioural problems later in life. Studies also
show that over a third of puppies bought after viewing them
online or from a newspaper were a spur of the moment decision.
Soon after owners have a change of heart and realise they aren’t
suitable anymore and the dog is taken to the rescue centre or
worse euthanized.
If you want a dog, the best way is to rehome one from a shelter.
There are thousands of ex breeding dogs who have spent their
entire lives in cages that would love a new caring home, also
many abandoned and stray dogs along with puppies equally
need a good home.
Consumer demand for cheaper dogs keeps the farms in business.
You can help stop this industry and adopt, do not shop if you
want a puppy or dog.
The links below will give you more information about Puppy
Farming and Rehoming Centres where you can adopt a puppy or
older dog.
http://www.pupaid.org/puppy-farming/
http://www.puppylovecampaigns.org/
http://www.manytearsrescue.org
This link takes you to a list of known puppy farm breeders
http://www.puppylovecampaigns.org/sellers.shtml
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